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Photoshop CC is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if youâ€™re just getting started.
This book makes learning Photoshop as easy as possible by explaining things in a friendly,
conversational styleâ€”without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program,
youâ€™ll delve deep into Photoshopâ€™s secrets with expert tips and practical editing advice you
can use every day. The important stuff you need to know:Learn your way around. Take a tour of
Photoshopâ€™s workspace and learn how to customize it. Unlock the magic. Use layers, masks,
and Smart Objects to safely edit your images. Perfect your photos. Learn techniques for cropping,
color-correcting, retouching, and combining photos. Master color. Drain, change, and add color;
create gorgeous black-and-whites, partial-color effects, and duotones. Be artistic. Create
illustrations, paintings, and pro-level text; use filters effectively, edit video, and create 3D art. Share
your work. Produce great-looking images for print, presentations, and the Web. Work smarter and
faster. Automate common chores and install plug-ins for complex tasks.
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I was first introduced to Lesa Snider via her CreativeLIVE workshops. She is an excellent
Photoshop teacher/guru. The time limits (and expense) of online workshops left me wanting more
detailed instruction. I decided to get this book, and it did not disappoint.Photoshop is the most
complicated photo/design software; it is intimidating for a new user. Though I've been a daily

Photoshop user for a few years now, the CC is new to me. In the MM, Lesa does a phenomenal job
of writing detailed, easy-to-understand explanations/instructions in a conversational tone. The
features I love most about the MM are the full-color examples and that Lesa explain the WHY
behind the adjustments.She begins with setting up your workspace and setting preferences
(something I wish I had known to do before I jumped right into the deep-end and drowned myself in
photoshop). Other manuals teach you how to set up your workspace so that you can use their
specific tutorials. Then, they systematically teach you how to edit their photographs (provided on a
disc that came with the book). They don't really go into detail about WHY to set up and edit one way
as opposed to another. Lesa's book explains what to do, why to do it, and then she leaves the door
open for your creativity.Photoshop is full of amazing tools to help creatives get the most out of their
images. For the past three years, I've just been clicking buttons and playing around in an effort to
teach myself. And I may or may not have ruined a handful of files in the process. I thought I knew a
lot about how to use this program, but having an expert like Lesa take me on a logical, thorough,
step-by-step tour has proven invaluable.

Very few software releases come with a manual anymore, and when they do they are often simple
PDF documents. Personally. I prefer a printed book; something I can use to be more productive
when waiting at the auto shop for repairs, and in which I can make notes. Since Photoshop no
longer comes with a printed manual, just about ANY book on Photoshop with qualify as a Missing
Manual.However, I've been a fan of the O'Reilly Missing Manual series for quite a while. When
software actually came with a printed manual, it was usually of the "Here's How to Do xxx " type and
not the "When and Why You Why You Do xxx ". This is what the MM provided; what tasks are
needed and when to use them. When you are just starting to use a piece of software as deep as
Photoshop, this distinction is important.The first thing that impressed me about this particular
volume is the quality of the materials. In the past, many MM books were black and white and printed
on a standard quality paper. If there was color involved, it was often a small set of pages bound
together in the middle of the book. This volume is full color throughout, and printed on a coated
paper. Looks and feels great!I also like the order in which topics are covered. After the first two
chapters, which orient you to the user interface, "Layers" is the first topic. This might be considered
the power of PS; they allow non-destructive adjustments and should be your first choice. (A number
of PS books start with the 'auto' adjustments, or the adjustments that are applied directly to the
pixels. Really not the best approach.) There are whole books devoted to Layers, but this book
covers the topic very well.The next chapter is "Selections", arguably the second most important

feature of PS.
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